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in laminate design so you can unleash your most
imaginative creative vision.
Go for shabby chic interiors with walls that look
like weathered timber from the Milnerton range, a linear
design which embraces the aesthetic of repainting
and reuse. Or add a textural depth to your living space
with a column or two of the Marmo Flavio, a gritty and
grainy, rough stone design that brings to mind the ruins
of ancient Rome.
Give personality to your furniture pieces—such
as the coffee table, dining chairs or the sides of a
cabinet—by resurfacing them in laminates with graphic
patterns. Designs from the Rialto Pine range play up
the effects of wood fibres—minus all the splinters—to
lend a rustic charm to your spaces. Create a rust-free
industrial statement with a feature wall covered in
the collections from Tobias Steel, which features an
intricate steel design.
Laminates are not just for big surfaces. Dress up
a bookcase by covering the back of the shelves with
laminate. Or customise your furniture according to
your home’s concept with carpentary works from wall
feature, kitchen cabinets or even benches.

Marco Rialto Pine (WYA 5278E)

Easy care & maintenance
Bryson Tobias Steel (DXN 4329M)

beyond
imagination
Explore limitless design possibilities in your
home with laminates from Lamitak
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In the world of laminates, expect to find splinter-free
wood, anti-corrosion metal or budget-friendly marble for
your home. Whether you want an industrial chic living
space or a contemporary abode, they are your best bet
because of their versatility. Simple to install, easy to
maintain, and sturdier than natural materials, laminates
embody an immense design potential and are a costeffective way to turn your home into a whole new world.
For years, Lamitak, TAK’s brand of laminates,
has been embracing daring and surreal designs that
fuse trends from Europe and all over the world while

Because they are treated to be fire-retardant and
water-resistant, and are scratch-resistant, laminates are
not that hard to maintain. Here are a few tips:

Ava Milnerton (WYA 5275E)

staying true to the Asian palette. Taking its inspiration
from travels, acute observations and tactile materials,
the brand is all about surprising its customer base
with unexpected laminate designs that help ignite
the imagination.

Discover endless creativity
There are countless ways to incorporate laminates in
interior spaces. While they are one of the more popular
laminate choices in Singapore, the intriguing aesthetics
of Lamitak’s new 2014-15 collection sets new trends

1. To remove most stains, just wipe with a clean
non-abrasive cloth and warm water. Use a mild
household cleaner or detergent only if necessary.
For stubborn stains, try baking soda with water.
2. Special attention may be required for stubborn
stains — apply a small amount of thinner on a
clean non-abrasive cloth to gently remove stain
and rinse the area with another clean damp cloth.
3. Do not place heated items (pot & pans) directly
onto the laminated surface.

For more information, visit www.lamitak.com

